
Algorithm of passage
of the escape room “The Cursed”

Main action Result of action Parallel task line



Torches
Players must light up the 

torches in a proper 
sequence

Skulls & Candles
Players using the family tree 

must light up the proper 
candles

Radio
With the hint found they 
must set up the radio’s 

channel with calm music

Clock
Players must set up the 

clock using hint ? But where 
does they find it ? 

Room 1 : Living Room

Taro Cards
Players must look some 

frames on the wall to place 
properly the taro cards on 

the ritual table

Drawer opens
(into Skulls furniture)

items inside : part of taro 
cards & family tree

Drawer opens ?
(into Skulls furniture ?)

items inside : girl's photo 
and a hint (what kind of 
hint ?) about spirit ritual

Ritual 1/3

The first step to activate 
ritual table is done

Ritual 2/3
The second step to 

activate ritual table is 
done

Ritual 3/3
As final stage is done, the 

table light up inside

Chairs
Players must seat on the 

2 chairs

Ouija moves
Inside the table the Ouija 
moves showing answers 

to the 3 questions

Books
Players must find the way 
to place the books in the 

bookcase properly

Drawer opens
(Inside the bookcase)
Players finds 4 books.

3 books they cannot opens and 
Brams books that can be open

Door open
The 3 wood plates & 

maglocks opens, players 
can go to the second 

room

Hand light starts
The hand (portable) light 

activate to see in the 
second room

Main Light
The main light in the 

room starts



Room 2 : Girl’s room

Dolls Table
Players must place cups 

properly in front of each 4 
dolls listening the hints

Ceiling opens
The furniture on the 

ceiling opens, 4 ropes fall 
down

4 Ropes
Players must pull the 

ropes following the proper 
order they can find by 

listening the songs

Cache opens
A cache furniture on the 

wall opens with the key to 
the kitchen inside

Open Kitchen 
door

Using the key found in the 
cache.



Room 3 : Kitchen

Blender
Players must put their 

finger inside the blender 
to find a hint

Hint
Players find inside the 

paper hint about how to 
set up the buttons of 

power supply for kitchen

Key searching
Players must search into 
the drawer etc. to find a 
key to opens the locker 

on the wall

Open the locker
Players using the key 

opens the power supply 
locker on the wall

Power Supply
Players using the paper 

hint must turn the 
buttons to activate the 
power into the kitchen

Fridge door
The door of the fridge 

unlock.

Meat Mixer
Players must turn non 
stop the handle of the 

meat mixer

Fridge light
When turning the handle 
of meat mixer and when 
fridge door is closed a 

light is on into the fridge

Fridge’s Recipie
One Players must go 

inside the fridge with door 
closed to get light and see 

hints in frozer

Recipie
By looking into the frozer 
with light activated the 

player can see the recipie

Cooking
Players must put into 
the stove the proper 
recipient ingredients

Door opens
The fire place’s door 

opens. Players can go 
to the basement



Room 4 : Basement (Cave)

Hands
Players using the hint 
found in Bram’s book 

must place their hands 
properly

Chest
Players must remember 

the date on the girl’s 
photo at the begining to 

open the chest

The well
Players using the wood 

and hammer should lock 
down the spirit

The girl’s plush
Players must use the 

plush near the entrance 
door to open the exit

Well activate
The spirit of the girl is 

awaken.

Items
Players find the wood 

sticks and the hammer

Hach opens
A hach into the wall opens 

with a plush inside


